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SNF Subcommittees
Resulted from OPE Audit Office of 

Performance Evaluation Report - Feb. 20, 

2018
On ALF… not SNF website… The Office of Performance Evaluations (OPE) 

has recently completed an evaluation of hard to place adults and 

of the survey process for nursing homes, assisted living facilities and 

children’s residential care.  

Here is a link to the report:  

https://legislature.idaho.gov/ope/reports/r1801/
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CULTURE AND COMMUNICATION

 Members: Tamara Prisock (lead), Mary Ruth Butler, Dennis

Carlson, Steve Farnsworth, Cathy Hart, Sandy Kennelly, Sur

Linja, Dawn Meyer, Debby Ransom, Joe Reese, Stan Rennaux

 Providers on the work group have communicated that recent

surveys have been much more collaborative than in the past.

The group has suggested several ideas for improving

communication during surveys. The Division is preparing a

budget request for two Health Facility Surveyors to perform the

role of Quality Assurance Nurse, similar to a program the state

of Washington had in the past. Quality Assurance Nurses

would not survey; rather, they would travel to facilities for the

sole purpose of providing training and technical assistance to

facilities in the areas of federal certification requirements and

preparing for surveys.
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INFORMAL DISPUTE RESOLUTION

Members: Tamara Prisock (lead), Troy Bell, Lewis
Chandler, Dee Erickson, Cathy Hart, Mikeal Pickrell,
Debby Ransom, Stan Rennaux, Brent Schneider, Robert
Vande Merwe

The work group recommends keeping the current
process but has several suggestions for improving
communication and instructions concerning the
process as well as improving the communication to the
facility about the panel’s decision. The group also has
recommendations for making data about informal
dispute resolution more visible, such as the number of
disputes, number of citations upheld, overturned, or
modified as a result of the process.

INITIAL CERTIFICATION/SURVEY EFFICIENCY

 Members: Tamara Prisock (lead), Kris Ellis, Joe Frasure, Owen
Hammond, Sue Linja, Bill Miller, Debby Ransom, Stan Rennaux,
Brent Schneider, Leah Stoltz

 The Department has set a goal of completing initial certification
surveys within 90 days of the facility completing all of the
requirements that must precede the survey. The work group
has suggested several ideas for explaining the entire
application process and making requirements more clear and
accessible on the Department’s web site. Concerning survey
efficiency, states do not yet have enough experience with the
new federal survey process implemented in November 2017 to
offer suggestions for more efficient surveys. CMS has
contracted with the University of Colorado and Health Care
Management Solutions to shadow state survey teams to offer
feedback about the teams’ performance using the new survey
process as well as suggestions for implementing parts of the
new process more efficiently. That review is being conducted in
Idaho this month.
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ADMISSION AND DISCHARGE REQUIREMENTS
 The work group has determined that the requirement most

members want to change is the requirement related to
wounds. The work group recommends developing
criteria for a variance rather than a rule change so
facilities can demonstrate the capacity and ability to
actively treat the wounds in the assisted living setting.
Granting a variance would not require a rule change and
would give the Department a year to determine if a future
rule change is necessary. The work group is now working
on the criteria it would recommend the division use to
determine if a variance should be granted. The group has
also expressed interest in working with the Department to
clarify the requirement that states a facility cannot admit
or retain a resident whose physical, emotional, or social
needs are not compatible with other residents.

EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES AND TRAINING

 Members: Debby Ransom (lead), Tari Yourzek, Mindy

Shepard, Nolan Hoffer, Michael Crowley, Monica

Perry, Brent Schneider, Cathy Hart, Stan Rennaux,

John Williams, Sue Heppler, Dr. John Geis

 The work group has developed a list of potential

training topics and will work with the Department to

determine priority and best delivery methods.
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CAREGIVER CAREER PROJECT
 Members: Robert Vande Merwe (lead), Debby Ransom, Monica Perry, Joe Rudd,

Zendi Meharry, Ofelia Morales (IDOL), Stephanie Mai (CTE)

 This project is a collaboration between the Idaho Health Care Association
Foundation, the Department of Health and Welfare, and the Department of Labor.
The project involves using an approved grant from CMS and leveraging a program
through the Department of Labor to provide financial incentives to caregivers and
nursing facilities toward achieving the following goals:

 • Encourage individuals to enter caregiver careers;

 • To improve the hiring practices, orientation, training and caregiver empowerment
that is provided by facilities;

 • Help maintain a sufficient number of competent caregivers to meet the needs of
residents in Idaho SNFs; and

 • Reduce caregiver turnover. 

ASSISTED LIVING INITIATIVES AND WORKGROUPS

 Update rules related to fire safety requirements and reduce or eliminate duplication in

inspections completed by city/county fire safety inspectors and inspections completed by

DHW’s Fire Safety and Construction team.

 Review IDAPA rules for admission and discharge requirements.

 Develop a policy related to what is published on FLARES concerning surveys &

complaint investigations, including the length of time reports remain on FLARES.

 Develop options for improving access to residential settings for residents with severe and

chronic mental illness or residents with Alzheimer’s or dementia. This initiative includes

working with the Division of Medicaid to implement the data analysis from the cost survey

and discuss potential changes to reimbursement rates.

 Develop options for informal dispute resolution, incl. process for disputing non-core

citations. Provide clear guidance/rules for penalties; when they are imposed.

 Develop options for outside accreditation of assisted living facilities and/or a structure

for assessing licensing fees.

 Develop recommendations for making the quarterly RALF newsletters and in-person

meetings with the association more useful to facilities; for example, the addition of hot topics.

 Develop a collaborative culture whereby the state and the association can

work together to provide training to providers.
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ICF INITIATIVE AND WORKGROUPS

Enable Intermediate Care Facilities to increase 

wages to staff. 

Partnership Agreement signed in March 2018.


